Wide confocal cytometry: a new approach to study proteomic and structural changes in the cell nucleus during the cell cycle.
Wide-confocal-cytometry (WCC) is a new method developed in this paper that uses a standard confocal system to gather quantitative information on contents and fine structural details of cells. The system is operated under conditions of non-confocality, in order to capture the maximum amount of light emitted by the specimen (comparable to LSC). After analysis of macromolecule content (DNA, RNA, specific proteins, lipids, etc.), cells can be sampled using conventional confocal microscopy. We analyzed the illumination and acquiring capabilities of WCC. The quantitative power of WCC was validated by analysis of cell cycle stage in Hela cells, looking at DNA content and markers for S phase and mitosis. As an example of the potential of this methodology we have documented changes in cell nucleus during the cell cycle. After mitosis the cell nucleus changes its shape from elongated to ellipsoid and remains constant until G2. This change is associated with nuclear volume increase. As nuclear volume increases, chromatin becomes decondensed in an isometric manner, probably due to the increase in gene expression and factors necessary for RNA metabolism.